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Introduction
Recent fieldwork in Vidarbha, Maharashtra, has resulted in the discovery of a number of archaeological sites 
dating from the mid first millennium BCE to the mid second millennium CE.1 One of these was the remains 
of a settlement near Chachondi village in Achalpur Taluka, District Amravati. The site, located six kilometres 
southwest of the modern town of Achalpur,2 is spread across a wide area and comprises at least three areas 
of archaeological activity that vary in date from at least the sixth century BCE to the early medieval period.
The site’s discovery and a general outline of its archaeological features has recently been published.3 One 
of these areas is a habitation mound, known locally as Chahagarh. Here, there is a prominent habitation 
mound with a large exposed section that reveals a complex stratigraphic sequence. Artefacts visible in 
this section date to the mid-first millennium BCE, corresponding to the Megalithic, or early Iron Age of 
Vidarbha. This area of the site deserves particular attention, as the complex stratigraphy and visible remains 
in this section provide a valuable contribution to our understanding of Iron Age settlement in this region.

The ‘Problem’ of Iron Age Settlement

The study of the Iron Age in India anywhere South of the Narmada River is synonymous with a somewhat 
vague and poorly understood term: the ‘Megalithic’.4 For almost two centuries Megalithic monuments and 
burials have been a major focus of enquiry. Over time, the term ‘Megalithic’, which was originally applied as 
a descriptive term for a particular class of burial monument, has evolved into a term that is used variously 
as a chronological, cultural and ethnic designator with little consistency or consensus as to what is actually 
meant by its application in the archaeological literature. The vagueness of the term ‘Megalithic’ is matched 
only by its questionable value. As it has been noted elsewhere, monuments described as Megalithic were 
built from the second millennium BCE to the early first millennium CE, with no clear typological patterning 
over space and time.5 This means that there are considerable problems with using the term as a chronological 
marker.6 Further, the application of this single term to denote all monumental and burial remains found in 
such a large geographical area ignores the regional complexity of the social and cultural contexts in which 
they were made.

A traditional fixation on Megalithic monuments has impeded the study of settlements throughout 
the late second and first millennium BCE in the Deccan Peninsula. It has detracted from an interest in 
settlement archaeology and has introduced considerable bias as to which areas have been surveyed and 
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excavated. Archaeological investigations centred on Megalithic monuments have either not resulted in the 
discovery of settlement remains, or else recorded only very ‘thin’ occupation deposits. This in turn has led 
to a somewhat circular line of reasoning whereby the perception that there were no settlements during 
the ‘Megalithic period’ led to the idea that ‘Megalithic people’ were pastoralists.7 This notion has persisted, 
despite the known existence of early Iron Age deposits at a number of large proto-urban sites throughout the 
Deccan Peninsular, such as Adam,8 Brahmagiri,9 Kaundinyapur,10 Mahurjhari,11 Naikund,12 and Nedungur.13 

Over recent years there has been a growing realisation of the need to both investigate settlement sites and 
problematise their study. This is for a number of reasons. First, it is only through the study of settlements– 
of how people and communities lived, interacted with each other and managed their resources–that 
knowledge and understanding of Megalithic monuments can progress.14 Further, the archaeology of Iron 
Age settlements undoubtedly hold the key to some of the biggest questions that remain in South Asian 
archaeology: the nature of the societal and cultural transformations from the Chalcolithic to the Iron Age, 
the origin of iron in the Peninsula, and the development of urbanism in Central and South India.

As scholars have sought to understand the settlement contexts of these ‘Megalithic people’, more 
settlement sites dating to the early Iron Age have been found, surveyed and excavated. In doing so, the 
Vidarbha region has emerged as a particularly fruitful area of study. Thanks to the work of the Archaeological 
Survey of India, the Maharashtra State Department of Archaeology and Museums, the Deccan College and 
Nagpur University, a number of settlements dating to the early to mid-first millennium BCE have been 
investigated in this region.15 From the examination of these and other explored sites, we have begun to 
build up a tentative picture of the pattern of early (pre-urban) Iron Age settlements. For instance, it has 
been demonstrated that settlements were not always located near to burials and monuments, and instead 
were often located some distance from them.16 This identification provides an important guiding focus for 
design of future reconnaissance strategies, and puts the bias inherent in the foci on monuments into starker 
contrast. While excavations at these settlements have improved our picture of the economies and various 
technological aspects of early Iron Age societies. It has become clear that instead of a tribal pastoral society, 
early Iron Age communities dating to at least the early first millennium lived in permanent settlements 
with well-developed agricultural subsistence economy supplemented by domesticated cattle and sheep 
or goats.17 The artefact assemblages in these settlements suggest the presence of a number of distinct craft 
specialisations, including pottery, wood, leather, stone and metal production; as well as well-developed 
local, regional and inter-regional networks of trade and communication.18 This, in turn, presupposes a level 
of socio-political organisation.

Valuable though these researches are, however, the study of the early Iron Age is still hampered by 
certain methodological and evidentiary constraints. Due, in large part, to widespread budgetary constraints, 
excavations at the majority of settlements have been relatively small scale. On average, less than 2% of the 
total areas of sites have been excavated; and these too have generally comprised a small number of trenches 
in only a few locations across a site. Such small-scale vertical excavations, while undoubtedly expedient, do 
not afford a complete picture of the activities as they took place at settlements. For a start, the excavation of 
such small areas can never be taken to be wholly representative of the occupation history of that site. While 
at the same time, the prime importance attached to vertical stratigraphy (often at the expense of context-
led approaches and horizontal excavations), as well as the limited number of trenches that are dug limits 
what can be said about the range of activities that took place at a site and the way in which they were related 
to each other in space and time. Neither of these factors are helped by the often somewhat crude definition 
of stratigraphic layers, which often account for periods spanning multiple centuries.
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These issues are compounded by an even more basic problem that impedes our understanding of the 
period as a whole. We simply do not have enough settlement sites. Even in the Vidarbha region, which so 
far has yielded the largest number of Iron Age settlements in the Deccan Peninsula, there are only fifteen 
settlements known to date to the early to mid-first millennium, in comparison to fifty-six burials.19 

As it has recently been suggested elsewhere, there would probably have been far more settlements 
than there were burials throughout the early Iron Age.20 This gives us some idea of the scale of the lacunae 
in the known archaeological record, and the considerable challenge that faces scholarship. Furthermore, 
with so few settlements having been located, there is still considerable bias evident in the distribution 
of known sites based on where people and institutions have been operating. Looking again at the case of 
Vidarbha, one can see that the majority of sites (both settlement and monumental) are located in the area 
surrounding Nagpur (Fig. 1). It is no coincidence that this geographical area has been the regular stomping 
ground of antiquarians and archaeologists for two hundred years, while areas further to the West and East 
that are harder to access have received quantitatively less attention. It is highly probable that the current 
distribution of sites does not accurately reflect past reality, and must therefore be treated with caution.

It is in this context of wider scholarship on early Iron Age settlement that the site at Chachondi needs to 
be considered. Its discovery adds another small but important data set to this growing corpus of settlements, 
and the details of what was observed at the site contributes to our collective understanding of Iron Age 
settlement in the region.

Figure 1: Distribution of Megalithic, or early Iron Age, sites in Vidarbha including the site at Chachondi.
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The Site at Chachondi

The site at Chachondi is situated in the geographically distinct region of the Purna Valley (or Akola-Amravati 
Region), itself part of the wider East Tapi-Purna Valley zone.21 Sadly, and due to the reasons stated above, 
relatively little is known about the early archaeology of this region. Within the last three decades, four sites 
have been excavated at: Bhon and Paturda,22 Kholapur,23 and Tuljapur Garhi.24 Of these, only the excavations 
at Tuljapur Garhi are published in detail.25 From what little evidence does exist, however, we can see that 
there was settlement in this region from at least the mid second millennium.

As detailed elsewhere, the archaeological survey of the site at Chachondi resulted in the discovery of 
three areas of archaeological activity, together with an augmented water channel located to the southeast 
of the modern village on either side of the Chandrabhaga River (see Fig. 2).26 Surface remains visible at each 

Figure 2: Plan of the site at Chachondi.
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Figure 3: Composite photograph of the exposed section at the Chahagarh mound (CHD02).

Figure 4: Elevation of exposed section at the Chahagarh mound (CHD02), illustrating the area of the section that was 
cleaned for recording.

of these areas indicated that they represent different phases of occupation at the site. The main area of Iron 
Age activity was identified as area CHD02. Here, a distinct habitation mound known locally as ‘Chahagarh’, 
was noted on an elevated area surrounded on three sides by the meander of the river. The mound itself 
measures approximately 100m x 100m. High frequencies of surface remains were visible across an even 
wider area, approximately 250m by 250m. Artefacts visible across the entire surface of this area included: 
ceramic fragments, animal bones, and marine shell objects. Shell artefacts included both natural marine 
shells (cowrie), as well as fragments of conch shell bangles.

The habitation mound at CHD02 was also found to be heavily disturbed. A local farmer has mechanically 
removed at least three metres of archaeological deposits of the southwest half of the mound to level the 
field. This has resulted in a 50m long section running almost directly northwest to southeast across the top 
of the mound (see Figs. 3, 4). The central 5m portion of the section was cleaned to the level of the new field 
surface and recorded in order to retrieve as much detail as possible before the rest of the habitation layers 
are dug away. It was not possible to excavate below the depth of the new field level, but it was clear that 
archaeological deposits extend beyond the exposed levels. Details of this stratigraphy are provided below.

The Stratigraphy

The cleaning of a 5m-wide portion of the exposed section revealed a complex stratigraphic sequence, 
comprising one hundred and fifty-five discrete archaeological contexts (see Fig. 5). Of these, one hundred 
and twenty-seven are deposits of various types including accumulated occupation deposits, purposed 
floors and pit fills. Twenty-seven are cuts; and one is a structure (either a foundation or a wall). Where 
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possible, charcoal samples and pottery fragments were collected to assist in the dating of archaeological 
deposits. It is not the aim to give an exhaustive description of every context identified in this section 
here. A table containing descriptions of the composition of each context, together with an interpretive 
phasing of the deposits is available online.27 Instead, we will summarise our findings and interpretation 
of the stratigraphy to provide an account of the settlement history of this particular area of the site as it is 
revealed in the stratigraphic sequence. The sequence of deposition revealed in this section can be divided 
into at least twenty-eight phases of occupation activity. These are defined on the basis of different activities 
and depositional processes reflected in the stratigraphy, all of which appear to date to the same broad 
chronological period: the early Iron Age. The following brief account of these phases of activity should be 
read in conjunction with the details of the contexts available online, and with the caveat that stratigraphy 
alone can never tell the full story of the history of human activity at any archaeological site.

Phase 1 (context 145). Gradual accumulation of occupation material across the entire area visible in 
section, which was related to iron manufacture indicated by the presence of iron slag.

Phase 2 (contexts 144, 148, 149). Episode of burning, indicated by a thin charred layer (144, 149), followed 
by the formation of a purposed floor surface (148) in the western area of the section.

Phase 3 (contexts 146, 147). Digging of a small pit (147), for either localised storage or refuse.
Phase 4 (contexts 142, 143). Formation of a new surface (142, 143), in either a single purposeful episode or 

through the gradual accumulation and compaction of material over time.
Phase 5 (contexts 140, 141, 150, 151). Digging of two pits (141, 151). One (151) used for single use storage or 

refuse. The other (141) used as a refuse pit that gradually filled over time.
Phase 6 (contexts 138, 139). Localised episode of burning (139), followed by the gradual aggradation of 

occupation deposits (138) comprising a high proportion of river pebbles, possibly related to nearby structural 
activity not visible in this section.

Phase 7 (contexts 135, 136). Digging of a small single use refuse pit (136).
Phase 8 (contexts 130, 131, 132, 133). Accumulation of habitation material (133) forming a hardened floor 

surface. Successive phases of burning, indicated by ash within this context and a major episode of burning 
(130, 131, 132), indicates that this surface was used for some time, being repaired and maintained over time.

Phase 9 (contexts 126, 127, 128, 129, 137). This surface was covered by another deposit (126, 128, 129, 
137) formed through the gradual accumulation of habitation material. This process of aggradation was 
interrupted by a single episode of burning (127) in the western-most area of the section.

Phase 10 (context 110). The construction of an unidentified structure (110) in the centre of the section, 
directly on top of the accumulated deposits that characterise the previous phase of activity.

Phase 11 (contexts 109, 111, 112, 114-119, 121-123). In the area visible in the western extent of the section, a 
layer of ash (109) was spread across the ground surface. While to the east, a series of intercutting pits (112, 
115, 117, 119, 122, 123) were dug. First, were two storage or refuse pits (115, 122). Later, four postholes (112, 117, 119, 
123) were dug in the same localised area. Viewing these only in section it is unclear whether they all relate 
to the same structure.

Phase 12 (contexts 099-101, 103, 105, 124, 125). Following this phase of ash spreading and structural activity, 
there is a clear distinction in the use of land between the areas visible in the western and eastern extents of 
the section. To the west, a small single-use pit (125) was dug, and then followed by the gradual accumulation 
of occupation material (100). To the east, two phases of occupation material accumulated directly above 
the earlier postholes (113, 103), relating in some way to that structure(s). The end of this phase of activity is 
marked by an episode of burning or the disposal of fire waste (101, 99, 105).
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Phase 13 (contexts 106-108). Digging of a refuse pit (108), which then slowly filled with accumulated 
debris after its initial use (107, 106).

Phase 14 (contexts 083-096). Following the cutting of this pit, and perhaps initially contemporary with 
its secondary use was the repeated formation, use and maintenance of hardened floor surfaces in the 
area of the western section (096-084). This could have been either inside or outside a structure. This was 
contemporary to the gradual accumulation of habitation material in the eastern extent of the section (083a, 
083b), which was related to iron manufacture indicated by the presence of slag and furnace lining.

Phase 15 (contexts 081, 082, 102, 104). In the area visible in the western extent of the section occupation 
material gradually accumulated above the repeated surfaces (081, 082). In the east, the foundations of a 
structure were dug, and a wall (102) composed of heavily compacted mud and small river pebbles was built.

Phase 16 (contexts 050-053, 056-063, 074, 075, 080). This new division of space was short-lived. In the 
western extent of the section, the earlier pattern of continuous surfacing is repeated (080, 063-050). In the 
east, the structure (102), together with the exposed surfaces on either side of it (082, 083a, 083b), were all 
covered by the gradual accumulation of habitation material (074, 075).

Phase 17 (contexts 070-073, 076, 078, 079). Following the purposeful formation of hardened floor surfaces 
and contemporary accumulation of occupation deposits, two deep postholes (073, 079) were dug. Both 
reflect earlier stratigraphic relationships. Posthole 073 is dug at the interface between the multiple thin 
surface layers to the west and the thicker habitation deposit to the east. Posthole 079 is dug adjacent to 
where the earlier wall (102) had stood further to the east. In doing so, they may reflect the latest phase of 
the continued maintenance of earlier structures, associated with a process of repeated surface construction 
in these locations. It is unclear how the structures indicated by these postholes are related to each other 
spatially or chronologically.

Phase 18 (contexts 055, 066-068). This phase of structural activity was followed by the accumulation of 
occupation deposits above both postholes. This is possibly related to the construction and use of a compact 
soil and pebble-built wall (045b).

Phase 19 (context 045b). The structural feature indicated by 045b in the centre of the section collapsed, 
partially covering earlier deposits on either side.

Phase 20A (contexts 045a, 049, 054, 064). Following this, the depositional sequence of this part of the site 
changes. We can clearly see much thicker deposits in section, most of which visibly contain artefacts (see 
Fig. 05). Numerous wide and deep pits (morphologically different from the small shallow pits dug during 
earlier phases of activity) cut these deposits. Together, these differences would appear to represent a change 
(or changes) in the functional use of space in this part of the site. After a small localised episode of burning 
in the westernmost extent of the section (054), there is a gradual accumulation of occupation material 
across the entire area (045a, 064).

Phase 20B (contexts 028-031, 046-048). During the aggradation of habitation material noted above, a pit 
(048) was dug in the western area. Precisely how this was related to the ongoing aggradation of material 
visible across the rest of the area visible in section is not clear because a later pit (029) obscures the 
interface between them. Both are then overlain by a thin layer of ash (030, 031), representing the end of the 
accumulation of material.

Phase 21 (contexts 041-044). A posthole (044) is dug and associated with this, a hard and compacted floor 
is built across the majority of the earlier accumulated deposits.

Phase 22 (contexts 026, 027, 040). A layer of occupation material accumulated across the entire area 
visible in section.
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Phase 23 (contexts 021b, 033-036). Digging of a small single-use pit (021b) in the area visible in the centre 
of the section, and a larger pit to the east that gradually filled with accumulated debris.

Phase 24 (context 032). Both this pit and the occupation deposit that it cuts though are then overlain 
with a hard and regular layer of mud compacted with river pebbles (032). This context can be interpreted 
as an intentional hard surface, which may have been either a floor associated with a structure, or possible 
even a path.

Phase 25 (context 021). A thick deposit of habitation material (021) accumulates across the entire area 
visible in section.

Phase 26 (contexts 010-012, 014-017, 023, 025). Following this, a series of pits were dug. The first of these is 
a posthole (016), associated with the possible remains of a heat-hardened surface (015). At around the same 
time, three other pits (012, 025, 023) accompanied this activity. The structure indicated by the posthole (016) 
and possible floor (015) are then both covered by the accumulation of material possibly associated with the 
structure.

Phase 27 (context 013). This, together with earlier pit fills (022, 024) were then sealed by the construction 
of a thin hard clay surface (013).

Phase 28 (contexts 002). Above this, in the eastern part of the section, another thick habitation deposit 
(002) accumulated over time.

Phase 29 (contexts 003-005, 007). This was cut into by another deep pit (007) filled in multiple stages.
Phase 30 (context 001). The final phase in the depositional sequence visible in the section is the 

accumulation of topsoil (001).

Results – Dating

The stratigraphic sequence was dated on the basis of six radiocarbon (14C) dates obtained from charcoal 
samples that were collected from five separate contexts. The sample collection strategy was guided by two 
aims. First, and stemming from an awareness that the reliability of any dates rests on the stratigraphic 
integrity of the sample being dated, every effort was made to collect samples from ‘secure’ archaeological 
deposits that had not been disturbed. This mitigated the risk that collected samples might be attributed to 
different contexts. The second aim was to collect samples from various levels throughout the stratigraphic 
sequence in order to establish not only a date and chronological sequence for the site, but also a sense of 
the rate of deposition and thus intensity of occupation reflected in the stratigraphy.

Guided by these aims, samples were collected from contexts 040, 049, 083a, 090, and 138 (see Fig. 5). 
Context 040 is an aggraded deposit comprising occupation debris (pottery, animal bone and charcoal), and 
is effectively sealed by context 032 (a hard, compact stone-filled layer) making it less likely that the charcoal 
found in this layer was intrusive. Context 049 is also an aggraded deposit, and occupies a slightly lower 
position in the stratigraphic sequence. Contexts 083a and 090 are both from roughly the same stratigraphic 
position, yet they occur in different areas of the trench at the point in the sequence where the functional 
differences between these areas was most marked (Phase 14). As such, samples were taken from both 
contexts to test the chronological relationship between these depositional sequences. Context 083a is an 
aggraded layer that is cut by postholes. Given the potential disturbance in this layer, two samples were 
taken from different positions within the layer to minimise the risk of their being intrusive. Context 090 
was deemed to be reasonably secure, as it is sealed by context 089, which represents an episode of burning 
in the multiple phases of surface formation noted in this area of the section. It was recognised that there 
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is still a chance that the charcoal sample collected for dating could have originated from this later phase of 
burning, yet no later than this. Context 138 is an aggraded layer that exhibited minimal disturbance, and its 
stratigraphic position towards the base of the section was deemed to afford potential in dating the lower 
extent of the sequence.

Collected samples were analysed for radiocarbon dating using accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) by 
Beta Analytic. Dates were then calibrated using the latest (freely available) OxCal calibration curve to yield 
calibrated calendar BCE dates. Results are shown in Table 1 (below). The analysis of sample BETA411014 from 
context 138 near the base of the section revealed a date of between 758-429 BCE. However, the probability 
range of this date suggests that it is far more likely to date from between the sixth to mid-fifth century 
BCE. This near-basal date then informs the interpretation of the dates retrieved from samples collected 
towards the middle of the section. Sample BETA411015, collected from context 090, was dated to between 
758-429 BCE, with the highest probability of dating to between 672-429 BCE. Yet, bearing in mind the sixth 
to fifth century date of the base of the section, the date for context 090 can be further refined to the upper 
extent of this range (i.e. between the sixth to early fifth century). Similarly, both samples BETA411012 and 
BETA411013 collected from context 083a can also be dated to between the sixth and fifth century, with sample 
BETA411013 suggesting an even more precise mid-sixth to early fourth century BCE date. The radiocarbon 
determinations from these contexts also demonstrate that the different uses of space visible in the western 
and eastern extents of the section are broadly contemporary to each other. Above these levels, the analysis of 
samples BETA411011 and BETA411010, from contexts 049 and 040 respectively, both resulted in dates between 
the late sixth and early fourth century BCE. If we take the relatively close chronological proximity between 
contexts 040 and 138 as a rough approximation of the rate of deposition at the site, then it is doubtful that 
the upper levels of the site extend much beyond the end of the fourth or early third century BCE.

Taken together, these dates reveal that the entire sequence of occupation at Chachondi dates, most 
probably, to between the sixth and fourth or third century BCE. Thus, the occupation deposits visible in 
section appear to have formed over a relatively short space of time–just three or four hundred years. This is 
significant for two reasons. First, it indicates a high degree of intensity of activity at the site. Second, the rate 

Table 1:

Sample Provenience 14C Age Calibrated Date (Probability Distribution 95%) Relative %

BETA411010 Context 040 2370 ±30 b.p. 540-388 BCE 95.4

BETA411011 Context 049 2360 ±30 b.p. 536-528 BCE
522-383 BCE

1.2
94.2

BETA411012 Context 083a
(lower layer)

2440 ±30 b.p. 751-682 BCE
669-636 BCE
626-614 BCE
592-408 BCE

23.5
8.9
1.5
61.5

BETA411013 Context 083a
(upper layer)

2380 ±30 b.p. 727-720 BCE
704-695 BCE
541-393 BCE

0.7
1.0
93.6

BETA411014 Context 138 2440 ±30 b.p. 751-682 BCE
669-636 BCE
626-614 BCE
592-408 BCE

23.5
8.9
1.5
61.5

BETA411015 Context 090 2460 ±30 b.p. 758-678 BCE
672-429 BCE

29.5
65.9
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at which occupation deposits must have formed suggests that each of the deposits visible in this section 
reflects a relatively short period of time. Indeed, some contexts (such as the thin charred and ashy layers 
discussed above) may reflect episodes or single moments in time rather than periods spanning a number 
of decades.

Results – Artefacts

Cleaning the section revealed a number of artefacts, including: ceramics, animal bones, shell and iron slag. 
Wherever possible, samples of those artefacts visible in section were collected and transported to the Indian 
Institute of Research in Numismatic Studies at Nasik for detailed recording and analysis. The preliminary 
results of these analyses are presented here.

Other material included fragments of heat-affected or ‘baked’ clay, which are most likely associated 
with either the remains of sun-baked surfaces or mud-packed walls; as well as rounded natural stone 
pebbles, which were likely brought to the site from the banks of the nearby river where they were utilised 
for structural purposes. These materials are not discussed here, but a record of their presence and absence 
in each context together with descriptions of the contexts can be found online.29 

Ceramics

Pottery was visible in fifty-nine contexts throughout the sequence. Fragments larger than 1cm2 were collected 
for recording and analysis. In total, two hundred and seventy-seven individual sherds were collected from 
fifty-four contexts. This pottery was then visually examined using a x10 hand lens, and details of the fabric, 
decoration, technique of manufacture, type or form, and other variables for each sherd were recorded. The 
analysis of this data then enabled the pottery to be divided into five distinct groups or ‘classes’ which were 
defined as groups of pottery that display a consistently similar range of fabric, decoration, and (to a lesser 
extent) vessel form. Details of these classes, together with known parallels from excavated sites in the wider 
region are available online.30 

To summarise, the two most common and clearly definable classes of pottery were Red Slipped and Black 
and Red wares. These were found in sufficient quantities in enough deposits to enable us to identify their 
presence throughout the sequence. This is not necessarily surprising, as both classes of pottery are recorded 
at a number of other sites where they are known for their longevity throughout the first millennium BCE.31 
Within this broad class of Red Slipped pottery, a number of variations were observed in terms of the quality 
and colour of the fabric, firing technique and surface treatment. However, the quantities of pottery are 
so low that it is difficult to determine whether these variations represent different classes or are simply 
anomalies in firing techniques or surface treatment. For this reason, they have been subsumed within 
the general category of Red Slipped ware pending further, more in depth examination and multivariate 
analyses. Two other classes of pottery, Black Slipped and Red Burnished wares, were found to occur in only 
one deposit each. Black Slipped ware was noted in context 067, and Red Burnished ware in context 040. 
Given the common occurrence of Black Slipped ware at other contemporary sites in the wider region (e.g. 
Kaundinyapur, Kholapur and Mahurjhari), it is likely that it occurs in other deposits. However, this cannot 
be ascertained on the basis of this section alone. 

The limited extent of this investigation, together with the relatively small amount of collected pottery 
does not allow for any full or in-depth analysis of this material. It is, for instance, not possible to say anything 
meaningful about the proportions of different classes over time. Furthermore, the absence of any sort of 
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horizontal dimension to our understanding of the stratigraphy precludes any far-reaching interpretations 
about the contextual distribution of pottery. 

That said, some patterns could be identified. It is possible to identify a general change in the ceramic 
assemblage over time, with variants of Red Slipped ware exhibiting particularly thick dull dark red slipped 
surfaces predominating in the lower strata of the section and ceasing to occur beyond context 100. Further, 
examples of Red Slipped ware as a general class are more common than Black and Red pottery in these 
same early contexts. We do, of course, need to be cautious in identifying the presence or absence of any 
one type of pottery in a single deposit, let alone throughout the sequence, based purely on its visibility 
in section. Even so, it is interesting that this change appears to be contemporary to the intensification of 
structural activity noted in section during Phase 14. Considered together this change in the ceramic record 
and intensification of structural activity may indicate that either there was a change in activity in this precise 
location of the site, or it reflects a site-wide change. The nature of this change still needs to be investigated.

In addition, in the uppermost deposits of the section (contexts 001, 002 and 003), nine sherds of red 
slipped pottery were found that are markedly distinct from those found throughout the rest of the sequence. 
These sherds were uniformly better fired with a finer quality paler red fabric throughout. Two of these sherds 
(found in contexts 001 and 003) also display a new form of surface treatment consisting of the inclusion of 
mica in the slip, and rim forms that have clear parallels with excavated examples attributed to between 
the third century BCE and at least the third century CE at other sites.32 These sherds, provisionally defined 
here as Pale Red Slipped ware, indicate a broad Early Historic date for these contexts. They are found in 
association with sherds of Black and Red ware, the continued presence of which appears to suggest a degree 
of continuity of earlier ceramic traditions. The Black and Red ware in contexts 001-003 do not exhibit a 
marked difference from examples found in earlier contexts. Yet, this is not necessarily surprising, as the 
production of this class of pottery is known to continue until at least the third century CE.33 The presence 
of this later pottery in the upper horizon of the section does not alter the suggested terminal date for the 
sequence of the third century BCE that was made on the basis the 14C dates and inferred rate of deposition.

In terms of overall quantities of pottery, five contexts were particularly finds-rich. Contexts 100 (with 26 
sherds of pottery), 083a (with 11 sherds), 045a (with 18 sherds), 032 (with 14 sherds), and 002 (11 sherds) all 
contained quantitatively more ceramics than other contexts. The ceramics in these groups all comprised 
a mixture of Red Slipped and Black and Red wares. Most of these contexts (100, 083a, 045a and 002) all 
correspond to deposits of accumulated material, whereas context 032 is associated with phase of purposeful 
surfacing (see Phase 24 above). The seeming peak in ceramic deposition in context 100 is perhaps explained 
in terms of the build-up of material associated with the phase of structural activity indicated by the 
postholes in Phase 11.

In terms of vessel forms, the small quantity of diagnostic sherds collected limits the patterns that can be 
identified. Much as we might be able to identify a particular ceramic ware being used to make a particular 
type of vessel, with such a small assemblage it is not possible to say with certainty whether or not that type 
of vessel was only made from that ware (and vice versa). It is thus only with great caution that we observe 
that Red Slipped ware seems to have been reserved for making globular pots. This form also appears to 
have been made from Black and Red ware, and possibly Black Slipped ware. While the evidence as it stands 
suggests that the production of bowls and dishes was confined to Black and Red, and Red Burnished wares. 
These forms all appear to have had a domestic function. This may suggest that this area of the site and 
phases of structural activity noted in the section are households.

The range of pottery classes visible in this section, while modest, does reflect a diverse production of 
ceramics. This may indicate the existence of either a number of small workshops or fewer larger workshops 
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that were able to produce these different types. Yet, the considerable variation in the general class of Red 
Slipped Ware and variation in firing techniques noted in the production of Black and Red Ware could be 
indicative of non-standardised firing techniques or poor production controls, which would suggest a fairly 
undeveloped small-scale production. Of course, it is not possible to ascertain whether all of the pottery 
found at the site was made there, or whether some were imported to the site. Both scenarios would have 
clear implications for our understanding of the social and economic dimensions of the settlement, yet 
this can only be ascertained through further investigation. The ceramic assemblage is too small and our 
contextual understanding too limited to make any observations about the use of these ceramics and the 
social practices these might imply. 

In addition to what can be said on the basis of the pottery that was collected, it is equally interesting 
to look at which contexts did not have pottery. Many of the deposits that were interpreted on the basis of 
stratigraphy as purposed floors (e.g. 149, 143, 134-130, and 094-084, 062-063, and 041, 015, 013) did not yield 
any ceramic material. This adds weight to the suggestion that they were surfaces that were constantly used 
and maintained–debris such as broken pottery would not have accumulated in such areas. In addition, 
some pits did not contain pottery (including 146, 114, 121a, 097, 065, 047, 005). That these pits did not simply 
fill (either intentionally or accidentally) with general debris including pottery suggests a much greater 
degree of intentionality in their use– a decision was made to not deposit broken pottery, or indeed any 
other artefacts in them. Yet again, however, the intended use of these pits will not be known until further 
investigation takes place.

Faunal Remains

Numerous fragments of animal bones were found in the section. Much of this material was very fragmentary, 
with large (>2cm) fragments only visible in twelve contexts. Only large fragments were collected. Preliminary 
visual inspection of the fragments has enabled species identification of nine bones in seven contexts.34Aside 
from the existence of two rodent bones in context 049, all of the identified bones belonged to domesticated 
species. These include: buffalo (one bone in context 067), cattle (one bone in each of contexts 008, 032, and 
078; and three in context 100), and goat (one bone in context 020). All of these bones were too fragmentary 
to identify butchery marks or other signs of intentional use. Yet, the presence of these species in deposits 
in the centre of a large settlement mound would appear to indicate that these species formed part of the 
subsistence economy of the inhabitants of the site, and suggests that they may have been stock bred in the 
vicinity.

While the rest of the bones that were visible in section were too fragmentary to analyse, their presence 
in a number of pit fills and nearly all deposits of accumulated occupation material between Phases 9 and 
30 indicates the use of animal resources was widespread and a fundamental component of the subsistence 
economy of the settlement. This suggestion is confirmed by the known predominance of animal resourcing 
at nearby excavated Iron Age sites, such as Mahurjhari.35 

Metalworking Debris

Artefacts associated with the manufacture of metal were observed in only two contexts. In context 145, 
nodules of iron slag were noted. Based on their physical appearance (a rippled upper face and textured 
basal face which contacted the ground surface) these were identified as tap slag. This may indicate the 
primary smelting of iron at the site during the earliest phase of activity visible in the exposed section (i.e. as 
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early as the late sixth century BCE and perhaps even earlier). However, as yet not enough is known about the 
chemical composition of the slag or the furnace techniques used at this site to confirm this with certainty.

In addition, fragments of iron slag and vitrified clay were identified in context 083b. The vitrified clay 
was identified as fragments of furnace lining that would have been associated with the production of metal. 
However, the type of manufacturing process involved (i.e. whether this was primary smelting or secondary 
refining) is not clear on the basis of these fragments alone.

Nor is it possible to identify with certainty whether these activities took place in these contexts or in 
other locations. The lack of any other metal working debris would suggest the latter, but again we are forced 
to concede that the limited amount of contextual information that can be gleaned from a small vertical 
section necessary limits the interpretations that can be made.

Shell

Only one fragment of shell was visible in the section. A single fragment of a bivalve (species unidentified) 
was found in context 032. This may have been a naturally occurring type of shellfish in the river, which adds 
to our sense of a broad base subsistence economy at the settlement.

In addition to this fragment, a single cowrie shell and three fragments of shell bangle fragments were 
noted on the topsoil in the vicinity of the section. Numerous parallels for these artefacts exist at a number 
of excavated sites. From these sites we know that cowrie shells were used as currency, and that shell bangles 
were produced in a number of coastal areas. Notable areas of shell bangle production include the Saurasthra 
coast and Gulf of Khambhat in Gujarat, and the Konkan coast in Maharashtra. Without any stratigraphic 
context, it is not possible to ascribe a date to these shells. Given that the section appears to be almost 
entirely early Iron Age, with only a single ceramic marker of later Early Historic occupation in the topsoil, it 
is likely that these shell artefacts also date to the early Iron Age. Their presence suggests that at some point 
and for an unspecified period during the mid to late first millennium, the site was connected to a network 
of long-distance contact and involved in wider networks of trade and exchange.

Interpretations
When considered together, the stratigraphy and remains from this exposed section provides a great deal 
of information about the Iron Age settlement at Chachondi. Without excavating beyond the level that has 
already been stripped through modern farm activity it is not possible to ascertain the date of the site’s 
foundation. Yet, what is clear is that by at least the early sixth century BCE the site was home to a well-
established settlement. The nature of the archaeological deposits and stratigraphic sequence indicate an 
intense level of activity—this was no idle settlement, but a dynamic centre of human activity centred on 
wooden structures with packed mud and pebble walls, and which continued in this location until around 
the third century BCE.

The artefacts visible in section reveal certain aspects of that activity. The largely domestic nature of the 
pottery assemblage indicates that at least this area of the site was used for habitation. There was a clear 
faunal component to the diet, which when considered in relation to the findings from nearby sites in the 
region suggests the resourcing of domesticated species. Furthermore, iron appears to have been smelted 
at the site from at least the sixth century BCE. The existence of metal production at the site presupposes a 
degree of surplus production, from which one can also infer a well-developed system of crop cultivation at 
the site.
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Due to the fact that we are lacking any sort of horizontal dimension to these data, our understanding 
of the context of many of these activities (at the level of the individual deposit) and the ways in which 
they related to each other and were organised spatially across the settlement is limited at best. However, 
bearing in mind the tentative identification of the wooden structures visible in the section as houses, the 
additional presence of so many pits that appear to have been used for different purposes, together with 
agricultural activity, animal resourcing and metal production (either in this location or in the near vicinity) 
all point towards a household economy. This in turn would point towards a certain level of social and 
political organisation. Though the extent to which other economic decisions (including wider production, 
distribution and consumption of other goods and resources) were made at the level of the household is 
unclear. What is clear is that at some point during the Iron Age, the settlement was also connected to a 
wider network of regional exchange that resulted in the deposition of marine shells at the site. 

Discussion
Returning then to a broader view, how does the image of this site as it is revealed in section fit into the 
wider picture of Iron Age settlement in Vidarbha? As one of only four sites with remains dating to the 
early Iron Age within a radius of 100 km, the site at Chachondi provides an important piece of the jigsaw 
of our archaeological understanding of Iron Age settlement in the area. Many of the identifications and 
interpretations that can be gleaned from the site correspond with and confirm those made at other 
settlements. The geographical location of the site on fertile land near a source of perennial water, and the 
presumed availability of environmental resources, including the potential for a diverse range of agricultural 
crops and other biomass, all correspond with the settings of other known settlements in the region.36 The 
faunal remains from the site, while few, also confirm the identifications made at other Iron Age settlements 
in the region that domesticated animals were a well-established part of the subsistence economy at this time.
While the evidence of other economic activities at the site, including iron production and the exchange of 
both shell bangles and cowrie shells, tallies with our growing picture of early Iron Age settlements as being 
home to well-developed systems of craft production and connected to inter-regional (and, we assume, local) 
networks of exchange. The probable production of iron at the site is particularly interesting, as this would 
appear to contradict earlier suggestions that iron smelting in Vidarbha was confined to the area around 
Naikund, which has been identified as an iron production centre.37 

A great many questions still remain. The nature and scale of craft production noted at the site, and 
whether or not it took place at the level of the household is unclear. So too are the ways in which the 
settlement was connected to wider networks of production and exchange, let alone the nature of this 
production and exchange. Understanding its motivations, mechanisms, and organisation is impeded 
not only by the limited extent of investigations at this site, but also by the limited amount of settlement 
archaeology in the surrounding area. For similar reasons, a refined understanding of the systems of social 
and political organisation that underpinned all of these activities (beyond the level of the inferences that 
can be made on the basis of these economic factors) is currently beyond our reach.

In order to answer these questions, there is, without question, a need for further investigation—both 
at the level of this site and also regionally. At Chachondi itself, excavations at various intervals across the 
settlement mound at Chahagarh (CHD02) involving systematic sampling for environmental remains would 
reveal far more useful information about the chronological extent of the settlement and full range of 
activities that took place there. Additional investigations at other localities across the wider site would also 
enable us to identify the ways in which this habitation mound related to other areas of settlement activity 
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(CHD01 and CHD03) on the opposite banks of the river. Beyond this site, we eagerly await the publication of 
further details of the Iron Age deposits at Tuljapur Garhi, and of the recent excavations at the nearby sites 
of Bhon, Paturda and Kholapur.38 

The findings of these investigations, together with much needed further explorations in the area would 
greatly improve our understanding of the nature of early Iron Age settlement in the region. They would also 
enable us to start considering such factors as site hierarchies and distribution patterns that can, in turn, 
speak of factors such as socio-political organisation on a local scale; all of which are currently beyond the 
scope of scholarship.

Thinking, then, in terms of further investigation, this account of the stratigraphy and material from this 
five-metre section of the settlement mound clearly demonstrates the archaeological potential of the site at 
Chachondi. Indeed, the complex stratigraphy at the site is one of its most striking features, and is a visual 
indicator of the high level of detail that can be gleaned if one approaches the excavation of a settlement 
with a sensitivity to individual depositional contexts and the possible complexity of stratigraphy. There 
is immense value in doing this. On the one hand we have seen that the stratigraphic sequence at the site 
reveals a series of distinct phases of activity. With the benefit of 14C dates, we know that these took place 
over a relatively short time—only three or four centuries. This means that what we are seeing here is not 
the gradually evolving ‘cultural sequence’ of the site, but a detailed material account of the occupation 
history of a settlement. Given the chronology of the site, each of the phases of occupation history probably 
corresponds to a relatively short time period—likely spanning only one or two decades at most—with 
individual purposed floor deposits and episodes of burning reflecting even shorter (perhaps even annual) 
‘moments’ in time.

Such a high chronological resolution can also help better understand the artefacts within these deposits. 
One area where this would be of great benefit is the analysis of ceramic material from the site. We have 
already noted the considerable variation evident in some of the broad classes of pottery at the site. On 
the one hand, excavation would result in greater quantities of pottery that would enable us to identify 
typological patterns within the artefact assemblage. While on the other hand, the potential chronological 
resolution afforded by the stratigraphy would allow us to match these subtle variations more precisely 
to changes over time. In refining our understanding of the pottery sequence in this way, it may then be 
possible to move beyond recourse to vague and unsatisfactorily broad categories (such as ‘Red Slipped ware’ 
and ‘Black Slipped ware’) towards a more detailed and useful understanding of this material—one that 
more accurately reflects the variation of local ceramic production, the factors that were involved in its 
production, its use and deposition. Once equipped with such a detailed understanding of the material from 
archaeological deposits (and here we need not limit ourselves only to pottery) it would then be possible to 
reconstruct a more nuanced understanding of the ways people lived at the site. In this connection, it would 
also be important to combine this high degree of vertical resolution with horizontal scale. The potential 
benefits of having identified so many discrete archaeological contexts—each one of representing a single 
depositional ‘event’, or episode in the human history of the settlement—is not limited to the reconstruction 
of the chronology of the site. We can also use this high level of resolution to reconstruct a more detailed 
picture of the activities that took place (beyond the simple identifications afforded by the presence or 
absence of material types), as well as differences in the use of space across the site. Such analysis has the 
potential to reveal far more about the way people lived at this site, and at settlement sites in general, than is 
possible with recourse to vertical stratigraphy alone.

We appreciate that this has been a somewhat lengthy and discursive account of one relatively short length 
of an exposed section. Yet, it should be noted that if this site had been approached and interpreted only 
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on the basis of the pottery visible in section, it would almost certainly have been identified and described 
very simply, according to the traditional nomenclature, as a ‘single culture’ site. This being the case, the 
benefits of a more detailed appreciation of archaeological contexts, and a more involved understanding of 
depositional processes and complex stratigraphy are clear. The question now is what more can be said, not 
only of this site, but also of others in the surrounding area.
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